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Qu otes Translator 

ticket 

waiting list ticket 

ticket see definition of ticket ShOW~ 

noun authorization on paper 

I1cketsNow® Official Site 
www.ticketsnow.com/ 
Sports, Concert and Theatre Tickets TicketsNow.com® - Official Site. 

Relevance A-Z Complexity 

Synonyms for ticket 

noun authorization on paper 

admission paper 

card passport 

certificate permit 

check receipt 

coupon record 

document sticker 

license voucher 

slip 

stub 

tab 

tag 

token 

open sesame 

raincheck 

Antonyms for ticket 

prohibition 

refusal 

denial 

heedlessness 

Length 

Common 

badge 

board 

chit 

credential 

docket 

invite 

key 

ignorance 

neglect 

Informal 

label 

marker 

note 

notice 

pass 

passage 

password 

veto 
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More words related to ticket 

ballot 
noun. voting; recording of vote 

election 

franchise 

ticket 

ballot 

ptebiscite 

poll 

noun. candidates from political party 

hllp:/twww.thesaurus.com/browselticket?s=t 

polling 

referendum 

slate 

tally 
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35 Synonyms found for ticket 

Word Origin & History 
ticket 1520s, "short note or 
document," from an aphetic 
form of M.Fr. etiquet "label, 
note," from O.Fr. estiquette "a 
little note" (late 14c.), 
especially one affixed to a 

gate or wall as a public notice, from 
estiquer "to affix, stick," from Frank. 
'stikkan, cognate with O.E. stician "to 
pierce" (see stick (v.». Meaning "card or 
piece of paper that gives its holder a 
right or privilege" is first recorded 1673, 
probably developing from the sense of 
"certificate, license, permit." The political 
sense of "list of candidates put forward 
by a faction" has been used in 
Amer.Eng . since 1711. The verb ... 
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choice lineup slate ticket EXPAND 

card 
noun. piece of paper. often with purposeful writing 

agenda cardboard 

badge check 

billet docket 

calendar fiberboard 

tally 

ticket 

timetable 

voucher 

certificate 
noun. authorizing document 

affidavit 

affirmation 

attestation 

authentication 

authorization 

certification 

testimonial 

testimony 

ticket 

voucher 

warrant 

warranty 

classify 
verb. categorize 

allocate 

allot 

alphabetize 

analyze 

arrange 

assort 

brand 

break down 

button down 

catalogue 

class 

size up 

sort 

systematize 

tab 

tabulate 

tag 

take one's measure 

ticket 

type 

typecast 

coupon 

credential 

deed 

diploma 

docket 

documentation 

codify 

collocate 

coordinate 

correlate 

dispose 

distinguish 

distribute 

divide 

docket 

embody 

file 
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identification 

label 

pass 

poster 

endorsement 

guarantee 

license 

paper 

pass 

permit 

grade 

group 

incorporate 

index 

label 

match 

name 

number 

order 

organize 

peg 

program 

schedule 

sheet 

square 

receipt 

record 

sheepskin 

shingle 

testament 

testification 

pigeonhole 

put away 

put down as 

put down for 

range 

rank 

rank out 

rate 

regiment 

segregate 

size 

Example Sentences for ticket 
He does not ask for a round-
trip ticket, but for a return 
ticket. 

Sometimes the hoopla 
translates into increased ticket sales for 
those nominees still playing in theaters. 

For those of you over-paid folk with 
smart phones e-ink may not be the 
ticket for browsing the web and playing 
games. 

The driver rolls down the window and 
presses a red button that instantly spews 
out a parking ticket. 
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cost 
noun. expense; price paid 

amount charge 

arm and a leg damage 

bad news disbursement 

bite dues 

bottom dollar expenditure 

bottom line figure 

tariff 

ticket 

toll 

top dollar 

value 

worth 

line 

nick 

nut 

outlay 

payment 

price 
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price tag 

rate 

score 

setback 

squeeze 

tab 
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